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Bringing together historical sociologists from Sociology and International
Relations, this collection lays out the international, transnational, and
global dimensions of social change. It reveals the shortcomings of existing
scholarship and argues for a deepening of the “third wave” of historical
sociology through a concerted treatment of transnational and global
dynamics as they unfold in, and through, time. The volume combines
theoretical interventions with in-depth case studies. Each chapter moves
beyond binaries of “internalism” and “externalism,” offering a relational
approach to a particular thematic: the rise of the West, the colonial
construction of sexuality, the imperial origins of state formation, the
global origins of modern economic theory, the international features of
revolutionary struggles, and more. By bringing this sensibility to bear on a
wide range of issue-areas, the volume lays out the promise of a truly global
historical sociology.
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All edited books are collective endeavors, but some are more collective
than others. This volume is of the latter variety. The impetus for the
project began in late 2011 when Gurminder Bhambra and George
Lawson talked about bringing together sociologists and international
relations (IR) specialists to consider the viability of constructing a global
historical sociology (GHS). While Bhambra made the point that,
although historical sociological work in disciplinary sociology had, to a
considerable extent, embraced work on race and, to a lesser extent,
imperialism and colonialism, it had not made a concerted move to tackle
the ways in which these issues were constituted by global formations and
connected histories. For his part, Lawson thought that historical sociological work in IR had, for all its productivity, lost track of its speciﬁc
contribution and, at the same time, not found a way to engage those
working outside the discipline. Perhaps these two constituencies could be
brought together and a common enterprise forged?
Bhambra and Lawson organized a gathering of sociologists and IR
scholars at the London School Economics in April 2012 to consider
these issues. Participants were asked to prepare a few remarks in response
to the question: “what is global historical sociology?”, and a further set of
remarks on what such an enterprise entailed for their specialist areas of
interest: war, colonialism, capitalism, race, revolution, and more. The
liveliness of the discussion made clear that the project was onto something, even if it wasn’t clear exactly what that something was. The theoretical and empirical bandwidth occupied by global historical sociology
seemed extremely wide. And it was evident that, despite speaking the
same basic language in terms of subﬁeld, disciplinary differences worked
to manufacture distinct dialects. If participants could understand each
other, they were not always able to fully tune into their colleague’s
regional accents. We offer our considerable thanks to the GHS pioneers
who worked so hard to construct a historical sociological Esperanto:
Tarak Barkawi, Manali Desai, John Hobson, Raka Ray, Justin
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